Minutes of the Engineering Undergraduate Studies Committee (EUSC)
April 2, 2015

Present, EUSC: Masten (ENE), Genik (AES), Bieler for Lee (CHEMS), Wolff (DE), Liao (BAE), Al Dhaneem (Student), Ruiz (Student)

Absent, EUSC: Mahapatra (ECE, UCC), Owen (CSE), Rothwell (ECE), Brereton (ME)

Also present: Pease (DE), Idema (DE), Walton (DE), Hinds (DE)

1. Agenda: APPROVED

2. Minutes of March 5, 2015 were APPROVED

3. Course Changes APPROVED with minor corrections:
   - BE 444
   - CHE 483
   - MSE 260, 310, 320, 331, 360, 370, 381, 410, 460, 465, 466, 474, 476, 481

4. Program Changes APPROVED:
   - Materials Science and Engineering BS
   - Materials Science and Engineering MNUN

5. Tim Hinds and Pat Walton presented an update on EGR 100.
   - Presentation slides will be included with the distributed minutes.
   - Enrollments in EGR 100 have increased from 642 in ’08-09 to 1853 in ’15-16.
   - Summarized course topics
   - Flipped lectures began in Fall 2014
   - Hand written memo assignment at end of every lecture.
   - Class, assignments and lab exercise are synced.
   - All electronic submissions checked for originality with TurnItIn.
   - English Language Center providing writing consultation by referral and walk-in
   - Spring 2015 has 171 teams involved with ten different projects, including partnerships with Engineers Without Borders, Residential College for Arts and Humanities (RCAH), RISE, RCPD, Residential Education and Hospitality Services, Delphi, ArcelorMittal, and Ford.
   - Spatial skills assessment and remedial course implemented for fall 2014.

Meeting adjourned at 2:30 pm

Respectfully submitted,
Thomas F. Wolff
Secretary